
Software CROPCLASS-2.0 installation  
 
 

CROPCLASS-2.0 software for census parcel cropping systems classification from 
multitemporal remote imagery 

  
 
 

Summary/ Objective 
 

Software CROPCLASS-2.0 has been developed as an add-on of ENVI-5.0 to semi-automate the 
identification process of crops and forest census parcels using multitemporal images of agrarian scenes. 

CROPCLASS 2.0 software performs the following operations:   

1) Loading multitemporal images and delineation of census parcel using “shape”/ SHP” file in one 
image. Then the delineated parcels are transposed to the other multitemporal images of the same 
scene. 

 
2) Automatic extraction of the average band spectral data of each parcels of each image. So that, 

average data of the blue (B), green (G), red ® and near infrared (NIR) bands, and of whichever 
number of bands of a hiperespectral images are extracted. Further, selected vegetative indexes of 
each parcels of each images, such as NDVI (“Normalized Difference Vegetation Index”, (NIR-R)/ 
NIR+R)), STU (“Stubble index” = R/G), and B/G, can be estimated based in the spectral band 
values previously extracted. 

 
3) Elaborating a global matrix data at Excel format with the all the average data (bands and indexes) 

of each parcel and of each remote image of the agricultural scene object of classification. 
 

4) Statistical decision trees analysis (DT) of the global matrix data, resulting in Structured Query 
Language (SQL) predictive models for each crop system/ crops. The DT analysis is based in 
preliminary parcel crop identification through parcel/ field visit carried out in a reduced number of 
field the first year. 

 
5) The predictive models are implemented in “unknown parcels” to identify the crops/ soil uses of 

each. A text or Excel file with the list of parcels, the assigned crop/ soil uses, and the estimated 
percentage of identification success for each parcel is generated. 

 
 
Implementación de los modelos predictivos en el diagnóstico de las parcelas con usos de suelo no 
identificados mediante la extracción previa de los valores medios de bandas espectrales e índices 
vegetativos de cada parcela en cada imagen. Se genera un archivo resumen de diagnostico en 
formato txt compatible con Excel, en el que cada parcela no identificada se asigna a usos de suelo 
predefinidos del área correspondiente con un porcentaje estimado de probabilidad de acierto.   

 
  
CROPCLASS 2.0 software installation and management of Java and  SQL components 
 
To use CROPCLASS 2.0 is necessary to add/ install the following 



 
1) SQL data base management. For the software development the open source MySQL Community 
was used, which can be freely loaded from  
  http://dev.mysql.com/downloads/mysql/ .  
Once installed a new data based called “cropclass” should be created. 
 
2) Installing the Kit for the Java development, which can be freely loaded from the following Java web 
site: 

http://www.oracle.com/technetwork/java/javase/downloads/jdk7-downloads-
1880260.html?ssSourceSiteId=otnes. 

 
3) The Java and SQL data base connector should also be installed. For the CROPCLASS-2.0 software 
the  Mysql Connector/J 5.1.25 was used, which can be freely loaded from  

https://dev.mysql.com/downloads/connector/j/. 
Once installed it should be checked that at the system variable CLASSPATH, among the operative 
systems variables, the following sentences has been added “;C:\mysql-connector-java\mysql-
connector-java-5.1.25-bin.jar”. Otherwise it should be inserted. 
 
Further, the file “Cropclass.java” at the instruction lines "jdbc:mysql://miHost/cropclass", "root", and  
"password" should be modified replacing “miHost” by the name “localhost of the machine where 
CROPCLASS-2.0 is going to be executed, “roof” by the user root of the SQL data base, and 
“password” for the password assigned to the root user in the data base.  
 
Once modified the file “Cropclass.jar” should be created and introduced in the subdirectory 
“\resource\bridges\import\java” of the ENVI installation. For instance, at ENVI 5.0 the completed path 
is “C:\Archivos de programa\Exelis\IDL82\resource\bridges\import\java”. 
 
The files “idljavabrc” and “idljavabrcorig”, placed at the subdirectory “\resource\bridges\import\java” 
of ENVI (at ENVI 5.0 completed path use to be  

“C:\Archivos de programa\Exelis\IDL82\resource\bridges\import\java) 
It should be modified as following (it is recommended to keep safety copy of both original files before 
executing any change): 
 

- At idljavabrc the line begining by “JVM Classpath…” should be substituted by “JVM 
Classpath = $CLASSPATH;C:\Archivos de 
programa\Exelis\IDL82\resource\bridges\import\java\jbexamples.jar; C:\Archivos de 
programa\Exelis\IDL82\resource\bridges\import\java\Cropclass.jar” 
 

- At idljavabrcorig, substitute the line begining for “JVM Classpath…” by “JVM Classpath = 
$CLASSPATH;$JAVABRIDGE_DIR\jbexamples.jar;$JAVABRIDGE_DIR\Cropclass.jar” 

 
Finally the following line should be added:  

“C:\Archivos de programa\Exelis\IDL82\resource\bridges\import\java\Cropclass.jar”, 
at the system variable CLASSPATH, within the operative system variables  
 
Installation and un-installation of CROPCLASS 2.0 at ENVI 
 
To install the module a copy of the file CROPCLASS.sav (IDL compiled code) should be placed at the 
Extension directory of ENVI (for instance at ENVI-5.0 the complete path would be C:\Archivos de 
programa\Exelis\ENVI50\extensions). 
 
At the menu Toolbox, directory Extensions, it will be shown two icons; clicking these icons several 
CROPCLASS operations can be executed.  
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CROPCLASS-2.0 can be taken off just eliminating the file CROPCLASS.sav at the directory 
Extensions. It is recommended to close ENVI before taking off CROPCLASS to avoid software 
conflict. 
 
To update a new version of CROPCLASS 2.0, the new add-on should be copied over the old one, or 
otherwise to delete the old one and then to copy the new one in the directory Extensions. Never two 
versions of CROCLASS should be placed simultaneously at the Extension directory. 
 
 
Execution process  
 
Once the add-on is installed, ENVI should be reinitiated and a additional subdirectory called 
CROPCLASS should be displayed below the Tool/ Extension menu. Within the subdirectory 
CROPCLASS there is two options (“Parcel data extraction” and “Parcel classification”) each 
corresponding with the two functionalities/ set of operations that can be achieved with CROCLASS. 
 
-- Parcel Data Extraction: Open de menu to choose the shapefiles to delineate the image plots object 
of the study. An output directory should be created to store the sbvi (Spectral Band Vegetation Index) 
data file originated by CROPCLASS. 
 
-- Parcels Classification: It show a menu with the data files .sbvi of each parcel data previously 
extracted, and other menu with the SQL files to be introduced to classify/ identify the crops/ soil uses 
based. An output txt / Excel file is generated with the parcel classification results.  
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